
  
 

 
REdistribute welcomes MLS Property Information Network (MLS PIN)  

as its newest participant and investor  
 

MLS PIN joins the new joint venture of Multiple Listing Services  
to benefit real estate professionals and data consumers across the country 

 
REdistribute, a venture that changes the way that Multiple Listing Service (MLS) data is collected and 
distributed on behalf of the real estate industry for institutional use, welcomes Massachusetts-based 
MLS PIN as a participant and investor, joining fellow investors California Regional MLS, Bright MLS, 
BeachesMLS, Stellar MLS, and REcolorado. MLS PIN is the largest MLS in New England, connecting over 
45,000 real estate professionals and millions of consumers throughout the six New England states and 
New York.  
  
REdistribute aggregates and distributes data on behalf of participating MLS organizations and 
brokerages and provides unbiased, timely data to licensees in industries such as mortgage, insurance, 
and government sponsored entities. This process generates additional value for MLSs and brokers as the 
data is licensed.  
 
REdistribute offers licensees access to accurate and current data directly from participating MLSs. Home 
listings, sales, and property data are provided efficiently and with high integrity, ensuring not only that 
licensees get top-quality data but that MLSs can be assured their data is not being misrepresented. 
REdistribute is bringing much needed transparency to MLS data licensing, helping MLSs to better 
understand who is using their data and for what purpose. 
 
“We’re excited to join REdistribute as both an investor and a licensor of our valuable MLS data,” said 
Erminio Grasso, CEO of MLS PIN. “We are pleased to support our brokers, and our participation means 
more accurate data and full transparency on how that data is used.  Congratulations, Redistribute, on 
the official launch. Our company strongly believes in providing our customers as much value as possible, 
and this initiative aligns with that goal.” 
 
“We are thrilled to welcome MLS PIN to what promises to be a revolutionary product in the real estate 
industry. REdistribute aims to provide data consumers with the freshest, most accurate MLS data 
possible, and the more MLSs participate the stronger the network becomes,” said Amy Gorce, acting 
CEO of REdistribute.   
 
Amy Gorce will be presenting at the RESO conference in San Antonio, TX next week on April 19th. Amy, 
along with Director of Industry Relations Allison Duggins, would welcome the opportunity to schedule a 
discussion about how REDistribute can bring value to your local MLS. Please schedule a time by reaching 
out here.  

https://redistribute.com/
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20230405005187/en/REdistribute-Develops-Unique-Multiple-Listing-Service-Data-Offering
https://redistribute.com/contact/

